We consider a scenario in which Supersymmetry breaking is communicated to the MSSM fields through the interplay of yukawa and gauge interactions. The MSSM spectrum resembles that of split SUSY scenarios, but on top of that it develops some peculiar features like heavy higgsinos and an inverted hierarchy of sfermion masses. The predictions obtained are consistent with the most recent LHC SUSY and Higgs boson searches. *
Introduction
In the last decades Supersymmetry (SUSY) has been considered as one of the most appealing extensions of the Standard Model (SM). For sure the presence of superpartners has provided one of the most elegant way to solve the so called hierarchy problem associated to the SM Higgs boson mass [1] . The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) has been built with the aim of investigating those energies at which new physics is expected. Historically SUSY was awaited at TeV scale in order to relieve the problem of fine tuning on EW scale. However the most recent results have been showing that SUSY, if it does exist, is not so close as previously expected. The community is now wondering which possibilities are still open to consider it as the correct extension of the SM.
In the last months LHC SUSY searches have pushed the lower bounds on colored sparticles up to the TeV scale. ATLAS [2] and CMS [3] most recent results have showed that both squarks and gluinos must be relevantly heavier than what expected in the pre-LHC era. Even if such analyses have been performed in specific frameworks, such as the CMSSM, and under specific hypothesis, doubtless at present we do not expect colored superpartners lighter than 1 TeV. What SUSY searches have not specifically excluded so far is the possible presence of low energy neutralinos or gravitino, for which the strictest bounds arise from direct and indirect detection of Dark Matter (DM) [5] .
The most famous LHC goal is the Higgs boson discovery. The MSSM predicts 1 charged and 3 neutral, 2 CP even and 1 CP odd, scalars. The lightest neutral CP even scalar corresponds to the SM Higgs boson. The combined recent ATLAS and CMS results based on 2 fb −1 have shown that the windows from 146 GeV to 232 GeV, 256 GeV to 282 GeV and 296 GeV to 466 GeV are excluded at 95% CL. A SM Higgs boson heavier than 466 GeV requires the presence of new physics -typically new fermions -to accommodate electroweak precision tests (EWPT) and is not compatible with any SUSY framework. In conclusion the solely window 115 -146 GeV is still open for a SM-like Higgs and, if SUSY is the correct SM extension, the Higgs boson has to be found in this range.
The most recent analysis on LHC data have shown that the preferred hypothetical SUSY spectrum is quite peculiar and points in the direction of a scenario close to split SUSY [8] or high scale SUSY [9] . Indeed these frameworks may accomodate heavy colored sparticles, relatively light neutralinos and a Higgs boson mass around 135 GeV as it has been already noticed in some recent papers [10] . What at the moment seems quite clear is that if SUSY exists the low scale masses are obtained by a quite large tuning of the parameters. This means that the fine tuning principle has to be reassessed if taken as a guideline in model building.
Here we present a new SUSY breaking framework in which the spectrum so far sketched is naturally achieved. In our scenario SUSY breaking is communicated via the combined effect of yukawa and gauge mediation. In particular we revisit in a minimal version the old idea of yukawa-gauge mediation [11] . The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we describe the mechanism of SUSY breaking mediation firstly with a toy model and then in the MSSM context. In section 3 we show how the soft terms arise and we focus on the phenomenological predictions of the model. We discuss in detail the sparticle spectrum, the Higgs boson mass and EWPT. We also show that the model is safe with respect to flavor changing neutral current (FCNC) processes and we give some cosmological considerations. Section 4 is devoted to the outlook, while section 5 to our conclusions.
The model
As anticipated the model we are going to propose is a simpler version of yukawa-gauge mediation scenarios already present in literature [11] . As we will see it is simpler because we do not ask for a GUT completion and we use the MSSM Higgs doublets to act as SUSY breaking messengers. In this way we avoid the use of large representations and the number of new superfields added to the MSSM ones is really basical.
General implant: a toy model
In this section we use a toy model to introduce our SUSY breaking mechanism. Let us consider a SUSY gauge theory based on the simple group G. Matter superfields are charged under G and denoted byQ i . Here we do not address the origin of SUSY breaking, assuming it happens because of an unknown mechanism in a secluded sector. For our purposes we just consider that the net effect of such a breaking can be parametrized by a gauge singlet chiral superfieldX = X +θψ X +θ 2 F X developing vev in its scalar X = M/k and auxiliary F X = F/k components. The coupling constant k, whose meaning will soon be apparent, is introduced in the vev definition for later convenience. Such a chiral superfield cannot mediate SUSY breaking, thus we have to couple it to a charged superfield sector that effectively communicates SUSY breaking to matter. At this level the scenario is similar to minimal gauge mediation [12] : the field that develops a SUSY breaking vev does not couple directly to MSSM fields. However, contrary to minimal gauge mediation,X couples only to an additional gauge singletΦ, and the latter interacts with charged superfields, thus our mechanism works through two messenger sectors and therefore in two different steps.Φ is identified as first messenger: it couples to charged superfields,Ĥ i (and their partners with opposite chargeĤ i ), that effectively perform the SUSY breaking mediation. The superpotential that implements the two step mechanism just sketched has the form
The toy model superpotential contains also the mass term for the second messengers
While the first messenger,Φ, is typically thought quite heavy and it decouples from the low energy spectra, theĤ i superfields could be decoupled or not according to the structure of µ ij . In practice we will see that in our realization a subset of theĤ i fields becomes part of the low energy spectrum. TheĤ i superfields are the effective mediators of SUSY breaking to the MSSM superfields. Gaugino masses are given by two loop graphs in which a gaugino goes through gauge interactions toĤ i and then the latter couples to theΦ superfield loop, as shown in figure 1 . The effects of SUSY breaking to the matter sector are mediated by means of superpotential trilinear interactions
where the indices (ijk) and (lmn) are contracted to give gauge invariants. In this scenario the SUSY breaking trilinears are induced at one loop level while sfermion masses arise at two loops as shown in figure 1. 
General implant: explicit construction of the model
Now we show how the scenario proposed can be implemented to describe particle physics phenomenology. The ingredients are essentially those anticipated in the toy model.
The effect of the secluded sector where SUSY breaking effectively takes place are just parametrized by the presence of the gauge singlet chiral superfieldX = X+θψ X +θ 2 F X that develops a vev both in its scalar and auxiliary components, M/k and F/k respectively.X couples to a gauge chiral singletΦ through a superpotential term kXΦΦ. The gauge group G is the SM gauge group and we identify the second messenger sector (Ĥ i ,Ĥ i ) with the MSSM Higgs superfields. In order to prevent too heavily suppressed gluino masses we can add an extra heavy colored triplet with the quantum numbers of the down quark superfield, that does not couple dangerously to MSSM fields by means of a Z 2 discrete symmetry. Thus the second messengers of the framework happen to be (Ĥ i ,Ĥ i ) = (Ĥ u ⊕T ,Ĥ d ⊕T ). In this way all the three gauginos receive mass at the same loop level. Clearly the matter fieldŝ Q i are the MSSM matter superfields.
The extra triplet must be heavy, but not necessarily of order the GUT scale. Dangerous operators mediating the proton decay are actually forbidden by the unbroken Z 2 symmetry. In order to correctly mediate SUSY breaking the triplet have not to be decoupled when X gets vev. We can set a lower bound on M T asking for gauge coupling unification to be achievable in the scenario. The model field content is contained in table 1.
At the GUT scale the superpotential is given by two contributions 
that is summed to the SUSY invariant scalar potential
whereΩ j are the various superfields of the theory. Below the scale M (M T )Φ (T ,T ) decouple and we are left with the standard MSSM. For this reason we have not included terms involving these fields in equation (6) . We neglect threshold effects arising from the decoupling of these heavy fields. The soft terms structure is strongly correlated to all the superpotential parameters, because of the yukawa-gauge mediation mechanism. This in turn gives rise to a novel spectrum, that is the subject of next sections.
Phenomenological predictions
This section is devoted to the phenomenological predictions of our model. The mass spectrum is peculiar to this singlet yukawa-gauge mediation realization and quite different from that obtained in minimal gauge mediation frameworks.
Spectrum
We have already anticipated that the spectrum of the theory is quite uncommon: indeed the third family sfermions are in general heavier than those of the first two families, a feature owed to the role played by the yukawas in the SUSY breaking mediation mechanism. A similar hierarchy has been recently considered in [13] . The structure of the low energy spectrum is determined by the RG evolution of the boundary contributions generated when integrating out the first messenger,Φ, at its scale M . In the following sections we will show that in order to be phenomenologically acceptable our model requires M 10 14 . Thus for simplicity in the following we assume that M ∼ M T < M GU T and leave the possibility of a low energy SUSY breaking realization to further studies. In particular it could be interesting to connect the superfieldΦ to the generation of neutrino masses [14] .
In addition we will assume that the democratic contribution to sfermion mass matrices arising because of the gravitino is negligible. We will comment on this assumption in section 3.6. Moreover we consider anomaly mediation contributions [15] to be subleading. To deeper analyze the implant of the theory and the differences with respect to standard scenarios we should remember that the MSSM fields couple in a quite peculiar way to the SUSY breaking vev. In particular at one loop level no soft mass terms are generated. The first contributions appear at two loops, where both gauginos and sfermions get a mass term. The structure of the two terms (see section C) is
where
for right and left up (down) quark respectively and h j = h 0 , h t . With respect to minimal gauge mediation there is an effective extra loop factor in gaugino masses, keeping them smaller than third family sfermions. Indeed sfermion masses are proportional to the yukawa couplings and thus they result heavily suppressed in the case of the first two families. Anyway the contribution of minimal gauge mediation coming from three loop graphs become competing or even more important of the yukawa mediated two loop one in this case. Such a contribution yields terms of the form
where r i = g j=1,2,3 , h 0 , h t , η. The three loop contributions happen to be competing with the two loop one only in the case of third family down and lepton sfermions, that are characterized by small yukawa couplings compared to the top one. On the contrary they are dominant in the case of the first two families for all the flavours, since in that case the yukawa couplings give rise to negligible terms. Consequently the first two families are essentially degenerate in mass, a feature preserved even after the evolution to low energies. For what concerns the first two families the hierarchy with respect to gaugino masses is milded because of the extra loop factor, but still present. Below the scale M we are left with the particle content of the MSSM, thus the evolution of soft terms can be simply obtained using the β functions reported in [16] .
Since our theory predicts the presence of a split spectrum in which sfermions and Higgsinos are much heavier than gauginos, we improved the calculation of gaugino masses by integrating out sfermions and higgsinos at their mass scales and then determining new evolution equations. Such a procedure is explained in details in next subsection to show that gauge coupling unification predictions are not affected by this spectrum. In figure 2 we report an example of low energy spectrum obtained within our framework.
Gauge coupling unification
In this section we briefly discuss how gauge coupling unification is realized in our scenario.
Notice that in our model unification is not mandatory.
We take into account only the one loop RGEs 1 with a series of intermediate scales dictated by the spectrum shown in figure 2. Here we just report the main results while all the detailed calculations can be found in appendix A.
Neglecting the electroweak scale, characterized by the SM degrees of freedom, in the spectra of figure 2 we identify four SUSY scales: the lower one, M SU SY , corresponds to the the heavy third family sfermions, higgsinos and heavy scalars. Finally we have to consider the scale of the heavy triplets M T . The evolution is then computed taking as inputs the low energy gauge coupling values and the result is shown in figure 3a . In order to test gauge coupling unification we show in figure 3b a plot at energies around unification scale under the magnifying glass. The red strip represents the region for the strong coupling within three sigmas of the experimental value; thus we can easily see that it is compatible with unification if we consider that two loop contributions better the picture, as explained in appendix A.
EWSB and a light Higgs boson
It is well known [9] that even in the presence of high scale SUSY the lightest neutral scalar remains relatively light and still compatible with the narrow light-mass window left open 
Figure 2: Typical spectrum arising in the framework. The parameters to obtain it are h 0 = 1.04, h t = 1.30, B φ = 9.7 × 10 6 GeV, η = 0.1. by the recent exclusion plots. While waiting for the new analysis to see if this window will disappear or not, discussing scenarios predicting a Higgs boson around 130 GeV is still reasonable.
We said that the spectrum is essentially divided in two different sets. While the gauginos are expected to lie at lower energy (M SU SY . Such a spectrum might be easily confused with a split SUSY one, but it actually differs from that because in our picture the Higgsinos are heavy and the lightest neutralino is essentially a bino or wino.
The light Higgs boson mass is obtained by the standard procedure used in SUSY scenarios, by decoupling heavy particles in turn and computing their threshold effects as the energy decreases. Discussing gauge coupling unification we identified four scales at which sequentially heavy particles decouple. At the highest scale below GUT scale, M (1) SU SY , we decouple third family sfermions, Higgsinos and heavy Higgs scalars. Indeed only one linear combination of H u and
remains part of the theory, corresponding to the light Higgs boson. The orthogonal combination
corresponds to an SU (2) L heavy doublet, whose mass is roughly fixed by the soft terms. The two masses are given at M
(1)
It is clear that m 2 h is the quadratic term of the Higgs scalar potential that has to run to negative values at the EW scale to induce EWSB. On the contrary m 2 H has to be greater than zero being the mass of the heavy doublet. α in equations (10), (11) and (12) is meant to be the mixing angle between the light and heavy states before EWSB, defined by
The light state coincides roughly with the SM Higgs boson and it is responsible of EWSB. Its mixing with H induces a negligible vev v H , thus the mixing angle α and the ratio β = v u /v d do essentially coincide. In our framework B µ is tightly connected to µ and to the soft m 2
, in particular the SUSY breaking contributions at M are
and we have assumed g 1 ∼ g 2 being close to the GUT scale. From the large cancellation needed to get m 2 h we have |µ| ∼ B φ /(16π 2 ), thus tan 2β
Consequently the natural range is tan β < 1, but this would destroy yukawa coupling perturbativity. Thus to allow larger values for tan β we need a mechanism to increase B µ . We assume this is possible without modifying the main features of our scenario 2 and we do not discuss further details.
The effective theory below M (1,2) SU SY contains the SM matter content and the three gauginos. The doublet h is nothing more but the usual SM Higgs field whose scalar potential, V (h), is characterized by the quartic coupling λ. As usual λ is given by the SUSY tree level contributions
and the one-loop threshold contribution obtained integrating out heavy sfermions via box and triangle one-loop diagrams [17] . The dominant contribution arises from diagrams involving the stop, even if in our case the stop is the heaviest sfermion, and it is given by
SU SY ). λ is then evolved through the RGEs given in appendix B up to the EW scale, where the one loop effective Coleman Weinberg potential [18] is computed
and
The procedure used to find the minimum of the Higgs potential is the one depicted in [19] . The running mass of the Higgs boson is defined as the second derivative of the potential evaluated at the minimum, namelŷ
where v W is the EW scale. Finally the physical Higgs boson mass is obtained by computing the pole mass. The relation between the Higgs running mass and the pole one can be evaluated as follows. We can write
where M 2 h is the pole propagator mass,m 2 h is the running Higgs mass defined in (18) and ∆Π is the difference of the renormalized self energy calculated at the pole mass and at zero momentum:
. ∆Π receives contribution from many sources, being the top contribution the most relevant.
In the parameter point corresponding to 
that is inside the light mass window left open by the latest data. This value is in agreement with the results obtained by [9] . Clearly a full analysis of the parameter space could be interesting to see the spread of our prediction.
EWPT
As in any theory providing a SM extension we have to check the consistence of our model through the oblique corrections classified [20] by means of the three parameters T, S, U , written in terms of the physical gauge boson vacuum polarizations as [21] 
where s W , c W are sine and cosine of θ W and e is the electric charge. Roughly speaking for any SU (2) L doublet T, S, U are sensitive to the mass splitting of the doublet components and thus vanish in the limit of degenerate masses [22] . As it can be easily checked by looking at the spectra shown in figure 2 the SUSY breaking scale is so high that the components of the SU (2) L doublets happen to be still degenerate after the EW spontaneous symmetry breaking, and right and left sfermion mixing is thus completely negligible. Contemporaneously at the EW scale the wino and the light chargino form a degenerate doublet, so the EW parameters do not receive any new contribution arising from new particles, the unique contribution being that of the SM-like Higgs. The latter, for a mass around 135 GeV, is in perfect agreement with the data [4] .
Flavor constraints
A detailed analysis of flavor processes is beyond the purposes of this work. Intuitively such processes should not further constrain the model because of the very heavy sparticle spectrum, but we should take care of them because of the yukawa structure of the SUSY breaking mediation mechanism. Being the third family the heaviest and the first two almost degenerate and lighter we are in presence of a hierarchical squark spectrum inverted with respect to the discussion developed in [23] . However we may use their formalism to estimate the contribution to ∆F = 1, 2 processes.
As an example we may consider the gluino loop contributions in the down sector. The
where f and g are loop functions, in particular g(x, y) = g(x)−g(y)/(x−y). W diagonalizes the full 6 × 6 down squark mass matrix in the basis in which the down quarks are diagonal, namely M 2 D . In our specific framework W is very simple and block diagonal because the soft terms are so heavy that we can neglect left-right squark mixing. In particular this means that gluino loops cannot mediate ∆F = 1 processes, like b → sγ, and in the following we will concentrate only on ∆F = 2 processes. If we assume that Y u and Y d have a Froggatt Nielsen symmetric structure [24] -thus implying that
at M in our specific framework is roughly given by
where the notation is the same of equations (8) and (9) . Equation (23) may be re-written as
where Y = B r Y r . Among the terms that arise at three loop level the dominant one is that proportional to C 1 . The diagonal two loop entries dominate over the three loop ones if
where c g ∼ O (10) , that clearly is realized only for the third family. Thus the two loop term controls the heavy third familiy squark masses and the off diagonal entries, while the first three loop term dominates the degenerate two lightest families. For the following discussion we are interested in the ratios
In equation (25) 
with
The generalization to up squarks and charged sleptons is trivial. Following [23] in our model we have
with x =m 2 L /M 2 3 and we can setm 2
∼m 2 L,R because of their approximate degeneracy. The δ parameters are defined aŝ
Clearly the term that depends onδ LL ij controls B d,s − B d,s oscillation, while that on δ LL ij controls K − K. In the limit x ≫ 1 it turns out that [25] g (1) (x), g (3) (x) ∼ 1/x, 1/x 3 respectively, and we get
where C q is a color factor. From [26] we have
where B F is a parameter of order 1, f F is the decay constant of the meson F = K, B d , B s and ij the transition responsible of its oscillations. By combining equations (30), (31) and (32) we get
Bs
GeV 2 B Bs 10 −13 .
By comparing our results and the experimental bounds as reported in table 2 we see that the flavor processes mediated by the sfermions are a few orders of magnitude below the experimental bounds. Similar results are expected in the case of loops in which circulate other superpartners. We also briefly comment about the possibility of gravity mediated FC processes. The latter are generated by the complete democracy of gravity mediated interactions in flavour space and thus can be neglected only if they are subleading with respect to the other contributions. Such a constraint imposes bounds on the mass of the gravitino that will be taken into account in Section 3.6. [27] and the model predictions. The last column report our rough estimation of the meson oscillation mass splitting ∆M res F taking as reference values the spectrum given in figure 2.
Cosmology
In minimal gauge mediation the LSP is usually the gravitino [12] . Here we discuss if our framework behaves as the minimal case or not, allowing the bino or the wino to be the LSP.
The gravitino takes mass through gravitational interactions: their coupling strenght is given by the inverse reduced Planck mass and, assuming a vanishing cosmological constant, the mass m 3/2 is
where M P = (8πG N ) −1/2 is the reduced Planck mass, F 0 is the total contribution of the Fterm SUSY breaking vev to the vacuum energy, thus V = F 2 0 in the minimum. Actually the effective F-term vev felt by the messengerΦ is related to F 0 by means of the superpotential interaction kXΦΦ, thus being F 0 = F/k. The ratio among the two quantities directly reflects the way in which SUSY breaking is mediated, and in our case it is simply given by the coupling constant k 1 to preserve perturbativity at high energy scale. The gravitino mass can thus be rewritten as
To point out the nature of the LSP it turns useful rewriting the gravitino mass in terms of the wino one. Reminding that
we get
where M is theΦ superfield mass scale and thus gives rise to the SUSY breaking boundary conditions. As one can easily see from the formula above the gravitino is the LSP if a relatively low energy SUSY breaking takes place. If the scale of SUSY breaking is of order M 10 14 GeV than the relative weight of the adimensional parameter entering into equation (36) establishes whether the LSP is the gravitino or neutralino, while for larger values of M , such as the GUT scale, the gravitino is surely not the LSP of the framework. At first let us briefly comment on this possibility. lf R-parity is conserved and the neutralino (wino or bino) is the LSP of the model the decay of the gravitino must happen before Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) in order not to destroy the successful predictions of BBN itself [28] . In particular if gravitino decays have to be completed before BBN at t ∼ 1s we must have m 3/2 10 TeV =⇒ M 10 15 ÷ 10 16 GeV , B φ 10 7 ÷ 10 8 GeV .
Such a large gravitino mass would give rise to a very large contribution to sfermion mass matrices that would induce dangerous FCNC and our hypothesis to neglect gravitino contribution to sfermion masses would fail. Consequently in our scenario the gravitino has to be the LSP, condition that can be rephrased as M 10 14 GeV. On the other side bounds on gluino mass impose B φ > 10 6 GeV and M > 10 7 GeV implying m 3/2 > 1 keV. Light gravitino DM scenarios are therefore not realizable in our framework, while the possibility of a superWIMP DM is left open [29] . The analysis of the gravitino as superWIMP candidate is left for further studies.
Outlook
In section 3.6 we deduced that the allowed range for M is 10 7 GeV < M 10 14 GeV in order not to affect FCNC processes, gauge coupling unification and gluino mass bounds. One very interesting possibility is promotingΦ to be both the SUSY breaking messenger and the source of light neutrino masses, through its fermionic component. This picture shares features both with the νGMSB model [30] and the bilinear R-parity breaking scenarios [31, 32] , sinceΦ is a singlet superfield. As in [30] light neutrinos receive type I seesaw-like mass contribution arising from the explicit R-parity breaking term -the coupling y iLiĤuΦ -yielding
where the y i are thought as three dimensional vector columns. When sneutrinos and the scalar component ofΦ acquire a tiny vev a further contribution to left handed neutrino masses is generated. This contribution is nothing but that presents in models with explicit linear R-parity breaking term and discussed in details in [31] . Using their notation and assuming a spectrum similar to that given in figure 2 the second contribution to neutrino masses is given by
where we have approximated M 1 ∼ M 2 ∼ M 0 ≪ µ and Λ i is defined as
with v i (v φ ) is the sneutrino (Φ) vev. As long as v i and y i are disaligned 3 , neglecting the one loop contributions, the effective light neutrino mass matrix has two non vanishing eigenvalues and lepton mixing is completely determined. This scenario is quite appealing for its predictivity in neutrino sector and we leave a detailed analysis to a future project [14] . Notice that in this case a late decaying gravitino should be the DM candidate [33] .
Summary and conclusions
In this paper we focused on the idea of yukawa-gauge mediation in what we may define its minimal version. The minimality resides in the small number of extra degrees of freedom 3 This may be realized because of the sneutrino soft mass terms that are not aligned to yiy with respect to those of the MSSM. The chiral superfieldΦ is the first messenger of SUSY breaking and due to its singlet nature SUSY breaking happen to be communicated to the MSSM fields in two sequential steps, after the subsequent coupling of a charged superfield sector. Such second messengers are identified with the MSSM Higgs fields with the addition of an extra color triplets that ensure a large enough gluino mass. This framework gives rise to a novel split spectrum that is consistent with the indication arising from the most recent data. The peculiarities of such a spectrum are an inverted hierarchy among the sfermions of the third family and those of the first two and an almost complete pureness of the gaugino components in the lightest neutralinos and chargino. The mass scale of the scalar superpartners is fairly heavy, above few TeVs, and only the gauginos, that are longly lived because of a quite large gravitino mass, will be soon in the range of LHC searches. We did not analyze the specific signatures of the model presented, however from the shape of the predicted spectrum we may easily deduce that few processes could be testable at LHC. In particular the preferred channel seems to be an excess of events over the SM background in the Mono-Jet channel, owed to ISR combined with the production of two gluinos. As far as the EWSB is concerned we computed the one loop effective potential and showed that a single SM-like Higgs of mass 130 ÷ 135 GeV is expected.
In the scenario gauge coupling unification is still achievable and one could easily think to extend the analysis to an SU(5) description of the framework. Thanks to the peculiar structure of the soft terms the model easily satisfies the constraints imposed by SM precision measurements, as EWPT and FCNC. We estimated the one loop contribution to ∆F = 2 meson oscillations mediated by the gluinos and we have shown that is extremely suppressed and far from experimental bounds.
To prevent large democratic contribution to sfermion masses, possibly mediating FCNCs, and not to affect BBN the gravitino has to be the LSP of our scenario. Combining the request for a gravitino LSP with the bounds on gluino masses gives us the range in which the SUSY breaking scale M has to lie, namely 10 7 < M ≤ 10 14 .
Finally we sketched how a R-parity breaking version of our scenario could be deeply interesting in neutrino phenomenology and compatible with a late decaying gravitino as DM candidate. We leave the full analysis to [14] .
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A Gauge coupling unification
In this appendix we discuss the details of gauge coupling evolution, whose results are reported in section 3.2; in particular we show that unification is easily realized in our framework.
The one loop evolution of the gauge couplings is given by
where the b i 's have to be calculated considering all the fields that are charged under the i-th interaction. For a generic theory the different contributions owed to scalars and fermions may be obtained as in [6] . Thus we calculate the various b i 's considering only those fields present in the effective field theory at a given scale: indeed at scale µ all the fields heavier than µ decouple and do not contribute to the running. Our framework is characterized by the presence of five scales:
-winos and bino, M
SU SY ∼ 100 ÷ 300 GeV;
-gluinos, M We can check the compatibility of gauge unification with the observables at the EW scale as follows. The low energy values at M Z , the Z boson mass scale, of α, sin 2 θ W and α sin the M S renormalization scheme -are given by [4] M Z = 91.1876 ± 0.0021 GeV ,
The observable with the biggest uncertainties is α s . We evolve g 1 and g 2 to high energies and we determine a tentative unification scale. Then we run back the strong coupling and check if it is compatible with the experimental value. We find that for the typical scales corresponding to the spectrum shown in figure 2 the strong coupling calculated with this procedure falls always within three sigmas of the experimental value.
A brief comment about two loop evolution. The two loop RGEs [34] yield non negligible contributions that have to be considered when discussing precision observables. In particular when going beyond one loop it is important not only to use two loop RG equations, but also consider the one loop threshold corrections in order to be consistent. Keeping into account the two contributions it can be seen that there is a partial cancellation between them, thus the net contribution tends to improve the agreement with the best fit value of α s , and gauge coupling unification is preserved.
B RG evolution of the effective theory
In section 3.3 we have seen that below M (1) SU SY the heavy fields start to decouple from the theory. In the following we write down the evolution equations for the parameters involved to get the Higgs running mass at the minimum of the potential. As already anticipated in appendix A we spotted the presence of four different intermediate scales to consider. Not to be redundant we do not re-write the gauge coupling RGEs, that can be found in appendix A.
Between M 
We considered the various β ξ and γ h , the anomalous dimensions, in the third family approximation, where only the top yukawa coupling is relevant:
SU SY the theory is nothing but the SM. The evolution can be obtained as in [7] . For the sake of completeness we report the relevant equations. The relevant β ξ 's are
(66)
C Calculation of the SUSY breaking terms
In this appendix we derive the SUSY breaking terms in our theory. In general such terms can be derived by means of diagrammatic loop calculation in which the SUSY breaking F-term vev enters. In our scenario such a calculation is quite involved, as it would require to consider graphs up to three loops. It is far more convenient to use an approach based on the properties of SUSY theories renormalization. Following the seminal paper [35] we review this method and its realization in our framework.
General theory
As already discussed in section 2 we parametrize the breaking of SUSY through the presence of a single chiral superfieldX taking vev both in its scalar and auxiliary components, X = M/k + θ 2 F/k, where k is a coupling constant that has been reabsorbed in the vevs for later convenience. The only source for the appearance of soft terms is the vev F . Thus the SUSY breaking contributions can be casted in an expansion in terms of powers of F , or to be more precise, in terms of the dimensionless parameter F/M 2 . If interested in the regime F ≪ M 2 , one can keep track of the SUSY breaking effects in a manifestly supersymmetric framework, considering soft terms just as small modifications of the latter. Being a bit sloppy we can explain the procedure as follows. Let us consider a SUSY gauge theory based on the gauge group G. It is well known that in SUSY theories the renormalization effects are owed to the renormalization of the kinetic terms of gauge and matter, while the superpotential does not renormalize. Thus one can calculate the evolution of the matter wave functions and of the gauge couplings in the SUSY limit from the high cutoff scale Λ U V down to low energies across the scale M using the RGEs and then substitute M → √ XX † into the gauge real couplings R(M, µ) 4 and in the wave function renormalizations Z r (M, µ). Since theX superfield takes both scalar and F-term vevs, such a procedure implies the appearance of soft terms in the lagrangian of the theory. Extracting them is then simply a matter of knowing the F -dependence of the various R and Z r 's.
To be definite we start by considering the high energy theory defined by the lagrangian
whereΦ is a chiral messenger (to be general we assume it charged under G) and theQ r are the matter superfields,X is the chiral superfield taking vevs and µ rs , λ rst are the SUSY superpotential mass terms and yukawa interactions respectively. Finally Z > M , Z > r , S > are the renormalization wave functions above the scale M . At such a scale the messenger superfieldΦ takes mass and decouples, thus at lower energies one gets
The above equations (67) and (68) define the theory in which the RG evolution takes place. Once one knows the γ's of the superfields and the β functions of the couplings involved it is possible to determine the R(M, µ)'s and the Z r (M, µ)'s (Z r is defined as Z > r above M and Z < r below it). By substituting M → √ XX † and redefining
the soft SUSY breaking terms, defined by
can be easily extracted:
presence of two different couplings is well explained in [36] . In particular while the holomorphic coupling has the nice property of renormalizing just at one loop, the real coupling is the canonically normalized one that actually couples to matter, thus giving the strenght of the interaction.
where in eq.(73) the permutation over the indices (rst) is understood. In the following sections we compute explicitly the wave function RG evolutions and extract the soft terms.
Coupling evolutions
As seen in equation (71) the fundamental ingredient to compute gaugino masses M is the knowledge of the X dependence of the real coupling R. The latter can be easily obtained once the evolution of the holomorphic coupling S is known.
Since we wish to calculate the X dependence of the holomorphic coupling at low energies we have to calculate its RG evolution from the high energy scale Λ U V down to the scale µ accross the threshold µ X of the physical messenger scale [?],
The evolution can be split in two different regions, namely above (where quantities are denoted with the superscript >) and below (where quantities are denoted with the superscript <) the scale µ X . The coupling at µ X is related to the high energy one by the simple formula
where b = 3T G − φ T φ and φ runs over all the matter fields present in the theory at a certain scale; T φ is the Dynkin index of the representation φ (G refers as usual to the adjoint representation). Writing the equivalent formula below µ X one obtains the low energy value of the holomorphic coupling after applying matching conditions at µ X scale,
The relation between the holomorphic coupling and the interaction one is given by [36] 
where by Re(S) we mean the real part of S and the Z r 's are the wave functions of the matter fields. From the previous considerations on S we can easily obtain the matching condition
that yields for the low energy real coupling
Z r evolution
The calculation of soft terms is just a step away: we still have to calculate the wave function renormalization dependence on X. Once we will have done that the whole determination of the SUSY breaking parameters will be straightforward. The RG evolution of the matter fields is strictly connected to the knowledge of the γ functions of the fields under consideration. In particular it is governed by the well known differential equation
The integration of such a differential equation across the scale µ X is the simple task to obtain the wave function Z of the field r: indeed one gets ln Z r (µ) = 
Soft terms
All the ingredients for the determination of the soft SUSY breaking terms are now at our disposal, thus it is easy to perform the needed calculations.
Gaugino masses
As we saw in equation (71) gaugino masses are given by
It is easy to recast the derivation with respect to ln |X| in the following way:
As we saw in equation (74) the scale µ X is given by
so that
Calculating the gaugino mass is now just a matter of bookkeeping:
Sfermion masses
The soft masses for the low energy fields of the theory are given by equation ( 
and the second one is
Suppose we now consider the generic coupling λ. Its RG evolution is controlled by the β λ function defined through d λ dt = β λ .
The formal solution of eq. (86) from the high scale Λ U V down to low energies across the scale µ X is
By means of the above equations we can easily translate the derivation with respect to the scale µ X to the one with respect to the running couplings of the theory using the known β functions. In particular we obtain
where ∆γ r = γ > r − γ < r and ∆β λ = β > λ − β < λ are defined to be the difference of the shown quantities above and below the µ X scale.
Trilinears
In order to complete the computation of the soft SUSY breaking terms we have to focus on the trilinears terms A rst of equation (68). In general the computation of the latter can be obtained through the summation over the vertex corrections owed to the different fields involved in the interaction. In particular one obtains that for any of the field of the interaction it is possible to write, as shown in (73),
that following the same procedure of the previos subsection yields
The trilinear soft term entering the lagrangian can now be easily obtained by summing the contribution coming from any of the vertices entering the diagram, thus the resulting SUSY breaking lagrangian term will be
SUSY breaking contributions in our model
In the following we write all the SUSY breaking soft terms in our framework calculated using the formulae just calculated. To easily spot the numbers of loop factors at which any of the following terms arise we use Lp = (4π) −2 . 
